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The Facebook Campaign aimed at educating people about the phenomenon of 

trafficking in human beings (THB) was implemented within Work Package no 4, of the 

European Project in question, between June – December 2019.  

The main purpose of this campaign was to educate individuals (users of social media 

networks) on the trafficking chain implications, in order to develop the right legal and moral 

attitudes that can lead eventually to a decrease of the demand and of the supply chain. 

In many THB cases, the trafficking started with the offender contacting the victim on 

social networks such as Facebook, Twitter, Snapchat, Flickr etc. The last decade has seen the 

increasing importance of the role that technologies play in the trafficking of women and girls 

for sexual exploitation purposes, as well in the recruitment for labour exploitation of women 

and men (as advertising jobs is often done through the internet). The internet has become an 

essential component in the procurement, demand and business dealings of traffickers. Both 

traffickers and users of services resulting from exploitation, find what they want also by 

looking through the online sources. Therefore, more actions were needed in connection with 

the social networks users’ education on the implications that THB chain have and to 

discourage the demand for goods/services resulting from victims’ exploitation. 

The action plan of this campaign was built on the idea shown by the current reality 

that many people, especially young people, are taking their information from social media 

platforms, Facebook being one of the most used one. Therefore, in order for the message to 

reach the target group in the fastest and most efficient way, this communication path was 

chosen. 

THB is a global crime, and though the connectedness provided by social media we 

have the opportunity to work together to prevent and reduce this phenomenon.  

 

Facebook Marketing Plan 

The campaign has targeted Facebook users from origin and destination countries 

where THB is present (Romania, Bulgaria, Germany, Greece, Italy and other additional EU 

states such as Spain, Belgium, Sweden), and focused on education and raising awareness 

among the two large segments of the population using social network: vulnerable people to 

become potential victims of THB and the population represented by consumers of goods and 

services that might be produced as result of victims’ exploitation. 

The objective of the campaigns in the advertising account was Post Engagements, the 

interest being that a minimum of 3000 users from the five countries to interact with the Net 

Combat THB Chain campaign. 

During the campaign 50 banners/ Advertisements were created, containing messages 

about the main types of exploitation found in Europe (sexual exploitation, forced labor, 

domestic servitude, forced begging). Each Ad was composed of image, text, link to the project 

website (http://net-combat-thb-chain.prorefugiu.eu/) and action button LEARN NOW. The 



messages were written in the languages spoken in the countries in which these 

advertisements ran (Bulgarian, Italian, Greek, German) and English.  

The audience was selected using several criteria such as: EU citizens and third-country 

residents living on European territory; men, women, other with age 16-60 years old, 

education level (minimum –average – superior studies), profession (employers and 

employees), unemployed people, people looking for a job, economic sectors (construction, 

agriculture, forestry, tourism, financial, educational, food processing, transportation etc.) and 

interests. 

In order to have a record of the users in each country, the campaigns were divided 

into five sections in the 5 countries: Romania, Bulgaria, Greece, Italy, Germany and run for a 

month. Each month the campaigns were created again on the basis of new banners. In the 

campaign five advertisements were run at the same time and the audiences were tested 

differently to reach as many users as possible, and the ad with the best result was then 

published on the Project Facebook page. 

 The online activity was monitored frequently and a monthly report was made in 

order to assess the impact of the information provided through the online campaign. A 

continuous track of the online performance was carried out, in accordance with the set goal 

(clicks, likes, impressions, inquiries, duration of time for visiting the page, how many 

advertising spots were read, type of comments etc.). A systematically monthly evaluation was 

elaborated to assess the campaign effects, to improve the quality and usefulness of the 

information produced. 

Results 

 

 For the final evaluation report of the Facebook campaign 35 monthly reports were 

analyzed, attributed to each of the five countries, during the seven months of the campaign. 

The analyzed aspects refer to the number of views of the advertisement, the number of 

unique users, the frequency with which the advertisements were viewed and the number of 

interactions (like and other reactions, comments, distributions, clicks on the photo, clicks on 

the link of the advertisement), per each month in the five countries. It was also reviewed the 

comments made by the selected audience to each advertisement.  

 

The total results obtained during the seven months of the implementation of the 

Facebook campaign, during the period of June to December, 2019 were as follows: 

 Between June and December 2019, the advertisements that ran during the 

campaign were viewed 656,056 times, by a total number of unique persons of 267,352, from 

the 5 countries (Romania, Bulgaria, Germany, Greece, Italy) 

The figures above show an average of 2.4 advertisements / single person views. 

 There were also 25,769 interactions with the advertisements (likes and other 

reactions, comments, distributions, clicks on the photo, clicks on the link of the 

advertisement). 

 



  The distribution per month from all the five countries: 

1. Month One – June 2019: the advertisements within the campaign were viewed 

63,734 times, by a total number of 34,579 unique users, from the 5 countries, 

resulting in an average of 1.8 advertisements viewed by each unique person. Also, 

the advertisements recorded a total number of 3,373 interactions (like and other 

reactions, comments, distributions, clicks on the photo, clicks on the link of the 

advertisement). 

2. Month two – July 2019: the advertisements within the campaign were viewed 

80,978 times, by a total number of 33,379 unique users, from the 5 countries, 

resulting in an average of 2,4 advertisements viewed by each unique person. Also, 

the advertisements recorded a total number of 3,179 interactions (like and other 

reactions, comments, distributions, clicks on the photo, clicks on the link of the 

advertisement). 

3. Month 3 – August 2019: the advertisements within the campaign were viewed 

81,395 times, by a total number of 35,562 unique users, from the 5 countries, 

resulting in an average of 2,3 advertisements viewed by each unique person. Also, 

the advertisements recorded a total number of 3,254 interactions (like and other 

reactions, comments, distributions, clicks on the photo, clicks on the link of the 

advertisement). 

4. Month 4 – September 2019: the advertisements within the campaign were viewed 

171,108 times, by a total number of 77,121 unique users, from the 5 countries, 

resulting in an average of 2,2 advertisements viewed by each unique person. Also, 

the advertisements recorded a total number of 6,440 interactions (like and other 

reactions, comments, distributions, clicks on the photo, clicks on the link of the 

advertisement). 

5. Month 5 – October 2019: the advertisements within the campaign were viewed 

23,161 times, by a total number of 11,289 unique users, from the 5 countries, 

resulting in an average of 2 advertisements viewed by each unique person. Also, 

the advertisements recorded a total number of 1,374 interactions - post 

engagement (like and other reactions, comments, distributions, clicks on the photo, 

clicks on the link of the advertisement). 

6. Month 6 – November 2019: the advertisements within the campaign were viewed 

150,158 times, by a total number of 64,283 unique users, from the 5 countries, 

resulting in an average of 2,3 advertisements viewed by each unique person. Also, 

the advertisements recorded a total number of 5,580 interactions - post 

engagement (like and other reactions, comments, distributions, clicks on the photo, 

clicks on the link of the advertisement). 

7. Month 7 – December 2019: the advertisements within the campaign were viewed 

85,521 times, by a total number of 41,179 unique users, from the 5 countries, 

resulting in an average of 2 advertisements viewed by each unique person. Also, 

the advertisements recorded a total number of 2,569 interactions - post 

engagement (like and other reactions, comments, distributions, clicks on the photo, 

clicks on the link of the advertisement). 



The distribution per country, during the seven months campaign: 

 

 

 

Note: 

Impressions are the number of times a post from the page is displayed. For 

example, if someone sees a page update in their Facebook newsfeed and then sees that 

same update when a friend shares it, that would count as 2 impressions.  

Reach is the number of people who received impressions of a Page post. If we 

continue with the previous example, there was only one “reach” recorded for that post, 

even though it was seen twice by that same person. That is because it was only one 

person who saw it.  

Engagement on Facebook is when people perform actions on the page content. 

They may like a post, click on a link or comment on an image. The number reported by 

Facebook as engagement is defined as the number of clicks, likes, shares and comments 

on a post. 

 

In the chart above it can be observed that the highest number of views (impressions) 

of the advertisements run during the seven-month campaign, was registered at the Romanian 

audience totaling a number of 176,674 views. The unique users (reach) who saw the ads were 

76,181, which means that they saw an ad at a frequency of 2.3 times. Bulgaria audience 

followed with a number of views of 160,679, by 69,508 unique users, resulting in an average 

of 2.3 viewed by each unique person. On the third position Greece audience has gathered a 

number of 146,921 views, performed by a number of 66,750 single users, with a frequency of 

2.2 times. The Italian audience was placed on the fourth position with a number of 129,296 
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impressions, viewed by 60,268 unique persons, who saw the ads with at a frequency of 2.1 

times. The German audience was placed in the last position with a number of views 42,485, 

which reached 24,685 single users, who saw the ads with an average of 1.7 times.  

In terms of post engagement the Greek audience was the most active totaling a 

number of 6,411 interactions (like and other reactions, comments, distributions, clicks on the 

photo, clicks on the link of the advertisement), followed by the Romanian audience, with 

6,119 interactions, Italian audience 5,767, Bulgarian audience 4,829 and German audience 

with 2,601 interactions.  

From the results presented above it is found that the target audience has been 

reached and exceeded, the information reaching more than 3000 Post engagement, thus the 

media plan to spread the message was an efficient one.  

From the analysis of the comments made by the Facebook users it is found that certain 

forms of exploitation, for example sexual exploitation, are not well understood, being often 

confused with voluntary sex work, thus appearing the phenomenon of victim blaming (victims 

of human trafficking are held accountable for what happened to them). Therefore, for the 

proper understanding of the phenomenon of human trafficking, it is necessary to continue 

and multiply the online campaigns to help educate the population and to understand the 

phenomenon in a correctly manner.  

As a future strategy to educate the population regarding human trafficking, it is 

recommended that the information on each form of exploitation be promoted over a longer 

period of time, reaching all the specific aspects. Another recommendation would be the 

presence of a moderator in the online environment who will answer and clarify all the 

questions raised by the Facebook users and the misunderstood aspects regarding human 

trafficking phenomenon.  

 

 

 

 

 


